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The stock market had a bad start to the week. The Standard & Poor's 500-stock index fell 1.4 percent on Monday, while the tech-heavy Nasdaq index fell 1.8 percent. What's going on? A few things. Some investors may be increasingly uneasy about the possibility of a rate hike to be announced this week, as it will make debt more expensive. And the ongoing political drama may
also not help. But the main story is that Facebook and its CEO Mark Zuckerberg have more explaining to do: While the social network continues to struggle with news of its role in Russia's alleged meddling in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, other data companies have been found to have incorrectly stored data on millions of Facebook users. Investors reacted with angry faces.
Facebook shares fell nearly 7 percent —it was the worst one-day drop in four years —and dragged down the index as well. One stock can make a big difference? Maybe not. But Facebook's recent struggles do highlight a bigger problem for the entire tech industry, namely concerns over regulatory and privacy concerns. So other tech companies followed the social media giant
down today, with Apple shedding 1.5 percent and Alphabet parent Google down 3 percent. And as the tech industry has grown, its influence on the overall market has also been — as those companies now carry more weight in major indices such as nasdaq and S&amp;amp;D. P 500.Why is that? Because of how we measure market performance. We tend to choose a basket of
companies to track to represent the entire U.S. market, as we did above. In the Standard &amp;amp; 500 stock index Poor, the company with the largest market capitalization has the biggest pull on overall performance. Apple, Microsoft, Amazon and Facebook have the heaviest weights in that index, which means it's clearly having a bad day today. So what can I do about all this?
Maintain a well-diversified portfolio that doesn't rely too much on one stock or one industry. And don't mess up just because you get bad news about one stock or one sector. Ignore the noise and stick with your long-term plan— so your status can make you feel #blessed. November 1, 2018 5 minutes reading Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors is their own.
Nowadays, social media is a very crowded and competitive ecosystem – it can be very difficult for brands to break through and spread their message to a large number of potential new customers. Marketing through social media has become a necessity. According to a post by DMA, 45 percent of marketers surveyed wanted to increase brand awareness through social media. The
same post stated that the expenses social media is expected to increase by 18.5 percent in the next five years. Social media influencers provide the ideal way to reach a younger audience. An influencer marketing survey by Collective Bias of 14,000 respondents found that 70 percent of millennial customers were influenced by their peers' recommendations when making purchase
decisions. Purchase. consumers trust influencers – that is the reason influencer marketing has exploded in popularity over the last few years. By leveraging networks and trusting online influencers has evolved, well-crafted messages can effectively reach the audience that brands want to target. CMOs looking for examples of how to create brand messages correctly and leverage
social media influencers can learn from those currently ahead of the curve. Here are five young influencers to learn from.1. Jake PaulJake Paul is an actor, YouTube personality and social media influencer with over 11 million followers on Instagram alone. He is also the founder of Team 10, a creative agency and influencer marketing label that has received significant investments.
Paul has taken advantage of his social media presence, allowing him to develop his personal brand. Although sometimes controversial, Paul is known as one of the most prolific YouTube creators in the world. Paul serves as an excellent example of how you can leverage content to drive sales. After building YouTube after more than 17 million subscribers, Paul used his network to
sell merchandise and promote the brands he was involved with. Using entertainment as a platform to drive sales is not a new concept, but Paul shows how valuable it is to create a network. The CMO can look to Paul as an example of how to effectively shout-out products in a semi-organic way.2. Jonathan FoleyJonathan Foley is the founder and CEO of Wulf Marketing as well as
the creator of popular Instagram accounts such @deep and @positivity. Combined, the account has more than 9 million followers. As a Florida-based entrepreneur and influencer, Foley has focused on innovative influencer marketing and social media content. From helping companies create targeted content to building social media profiles from scratch, Foley has found his niche
in the next generation of marketing. The CMO may take some effective strategies from Foley's job. She uses a share-to-share strategy in the early stages of an Instagram profile to make content exposed to the same audience. Leveraging your network to gain exposure in front of an entirely new group of followers can help companies grow their online profiles quickly. When it
comes to measuring the success of social media campaigns, you have to have a clear goal. Foley suggests considering the type of campaign you're running and whether you're looking for deep engagement or just looking – encouraging impulse sales and attracting followers for sale later on requires a different approach. Related: How to Grow Your Brand and Monetize as an
Influencer3. Tiffany ZhongTiffany Zhong is the founder of Zebra Intelligence, a who work with venture capitalists to raise their profile with a younger audience. A self-described Gen-Z whisperer, Zhong has assembled a huge network of social media influencers and industry professionals. He uses this network to develop expertise in interesting marketing trends and strategies
Consumer. Authenticity is more important in advertising now than ever before, and CMOs need to maintain a sense of honesty in their advertising to effectively grow their brand among young consumers. Given the shorter attention span of many teens, Zhong recommends companies constantly iterate their products – and this applies to marketing techniques as well – you need to
constantly test, change, and optimize campaigns to attract new followers and retain customers without appearing stale. Brands need to focus on constantly innovating the way they market to younger demographics to find success.4. Ben PasternakBen Pasternak is an Australian entrepreneur, developer and social media influencer based in Manhattan. She created her first iOS app
at age 15 and went on to develop Flogg, the social media market, and Monkey, a video chat-based app for teens to meet friends. Pasternak was named one of time's most influential teenagers in 2016 and has continued to develop new products since monkey.Pasternak's sales have been successful by focusing on the youth market. Understanding their need for rapidly changing
connections, experiences and controls, he has successfully marketed his products as a medium where teenagers can make life-changing connections. CMOs can copy these blueprints to market their products as vehicles for social connections, which work well when targeting younger consumers. By working with individuals who have built a solid reputation and have a barrage of
followers on social media, influencer marketing is an effective way to get news about brands and help small businesses target specific audiences. Influencer marketing platforms provide a direct way for businesses to work with influencers, helping brands build solid campaigns. Such platforms help influencers monetize their social media accounts by helping businesses reach their
target customers and build engagement and brand awareness. List of Influencer Marketing PlatformsIf you're thinking of giving a boost to your influencer marketing campaigns, here are the 15 best influencer marketing platforms. CreatorIQCreatorIQ is a software platform that empowers businesses in influencer marketing by allowing them to find leading influencers, micro
influencers, and celebrities. The platform also allows businesses to track and monitor key metrics related to marketing influencer campaigns. FameBitWith FameBit's influencer marketing platform, small businesses can receive proposals from interested influencers and track their campaign metrics from one easy and convenient place. Users simply set their budget and the platform
makes it easy to work with leading influencers across all platforms with the right budget for their marketing campaigns. NeoReachNeoReach provides small businesses with the help of creating effective influencer marketing campaigns with powerful insights. You can filter through millions of influencer insights to find the best to work with your brand. Businesses can use neoreach
dashboards to manage influencer communications, offers, and contracts as well as feedback on campaign performance. GrapevineGrapevine is an influencer marketing platform that combines influencer discovery and analytics with campaign and execution strategies to help brands leverage this type of profitable marketing. HypetapOn business platform Hypetap can search
through a list of client approved influencers, who have been selected based on demographic, geographic, and engagement data. The platform provides users with comprehensive campaign management handled by the Hypetap team. Campaign insights and reporting are also provided on the Hypetap system. HeepsyWith Heepsy You can have instant access to influencers around
the world, which can be searched by location and category. You can check out metrics, costs, collaboration, and more influencers on this easy-to-use platform. MavrckMavrck describes itself as an all-in-one influencer marketing platform, offering user workflow automation, advocacy referrals, end-to-end relationships and integrated influencer measurement. The platform also
provides loyalty marketing programs. Scrunch Provides data-driven audience insights and powerful technology platforms, Scrunch helps businesses reach their target audiences, engage with potential customers and make the most of influencer marketing campaigns. At Scrunch you can search for influencers who are active on various social media platforms, including Twitter,
YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram.UpfluenceUpfluence's influencer management system provides tools to help businesses manage their influence relationships. For example, with upfluence businesses can create a list of influencer marketers suitable for a particular campaign, thereby streamlining and saving valuable time in finding the right influencer for their marketing
requirements. With Upfluence, users can also track campaign performance. BuzzStreamWith BuzzStream, you can research influencers, manage your relationships with influencers and conduct personalized and efficient marketing influence campaigns. This highly effective platform puts influencers in line with their influencing power by collecting individual social media profiles. Tap
InfluenceTap Influence focuses on overcoming the difficulty of finding the right influencer for a particular campaign by allowing users to search for influencers according to demographics and interests. The platform also allows users to track their history of influencer performance data and cost per engagement. Open InfluenceOpen Influence is a data-driven influencer marketing
platform designed to make influencer marketing scalable. With the Open Influence system, you can track your return on investment through innovative exclusive technologies. Influencers are selected to be part of the Open Influence platform. IZEAWith IZEA influencer marketing platform, your small business can from having dedicated influencer marketing and content experts at
your fingertips through managed services systems. With the IZEA Unity suite, users can discover, engage, create, transact, distribute, and measure with powerful influencer marketing technology. JuliusJulius is an effective tool for businesses looking to harness the power of influencer marketing by allowing users to research, manage, and measure influencer marketing programs.
On this powerful platform you can find influencers to align with your voice goals and brand campaigns quickly and efficiently by using over 50 search filters. TraackrTraackr enables businesses to benefit from influencer search, discovery, management, and analytics to enhance the impact their relationships with influencers bring to their brands. By working from a single central
database, businesses can track workflows with influencers and benefit from data-driven influencer checks. Picture: Depositphotos.com Depositphotos.com
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